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Dear XXXX,
Thank you for instructing us to carry out a damp survey of XXXX. We understand you
recently purchased the property, have damp issues and you wish to have an expert damp
surveyor identify the source of moisture. Please inform us if we have misunderstood your
instructions.

OVERALL OPINION
Overall the property appears to be in reasonable order. All buildings can be exposed to
dampness to some degree. You will mitigate the risk of damp if you follow all our
recommendations. This report is intended to be read in full. Observations and opinions must
not be taken in isolation. Like any building, especially a period property, you need to be
aware of the risks of damp arising in the future and plan a programme of prevention and
maintenance accordingly.

SURVEY OBJECTIVES
Our damp and timber surveys are designed to:
identify the areas of unwanted dampness within the property,
identify the root cause of unwanted dampness,
identify the effects of dampness such as rotten timber, mould and infestation,
recommend remedial action,

INDEPENDENCE AND METHODOLOGY
Our only income is through damp survey fees. Our motivation is integrity and practical,
durable solutions. We are independent of contractors and never profit from remedial work.
We use chemical analysis to identify damp within walls.

SURVEYOR’S DECLARATION
I confirm that I inspected XXXX on 2 October 2018. I conclude that at the time of the survey
there was no evidence of rising damp.

Simon Hichens
Simon Hichens BSc (Chemistry), AISSE (Institute of Specialist Surveyors & Engineers), CSDB
Certificated Surveyor of Dampness in Buildings (Property Care Association, PCA)
Expert Surveyor
Report 6 October 2018
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ABOUT DAMP SURVEYS LTD
Damp Surveys Ltd is an independent specialist damp surveying company incorporated
following the development of analytical technology employed to rapidly and accurately
differentiate types of damp. Our confidence in our analytical equipment allows us to
categorically state whether or not there is a risk of rising damp. If we are satisfied that there
is minimal risk of rising damp, we can offer a warranty subject to application and conditions.
Independence is key to understanding how we operate and why we provide a unique service
quite different to any other company. Many contractors, looking for chemical damp work,
offer low cost, or sometimes “free” surveys. We do not and never will benefit financially
from any recommended remediation. We are motivated to recommend optimal treatment
to protect the property now and into the future.
Your peace of mind is our goal, for you to be satisfied that the property will be properly
protected against damp.

THE PROPERTY
The property is the ground floor flat of a converted Victorian terraced house. The front door
faces north. The building has an elevation of 33M above sea level in an area of London with
a very low flood risk (see http://checkmyfloodrisk.co.uk/ flood risk is a proxy for a highwater table, a necessity for rising damp). Consequently, we conclude the risk of rising damp
is very low.
Changes to the property’s original design
Damp largely results from changes to a property’s design through structural alteration,
damage or lifestyle changes. The key changes results from the way the property was
converted into flats. Unusually the soil pipe of the upstairs flats has been routed below the
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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building, perilously close to rear wall placing load on the pipe. Not unsurprisingly the pipe
has ruptured below rear wall.
Rather than identify and resolve the leak, extensive work has taken place to hide the subfloor dampness and exacerbate the humidity, including closing off the rear vents, enclosing
the area in a membrane, building a void around the pipework and almost certainly replacing
the internal porous plaster with impermeable plaster. There are signs that timber has been
replaced with new timber, probably as a result of dry rot.
The previous vendors suggested that the dampness was due to a riverbed. This is highly
unlikely as the property is on a gradual slope left to right and according to maps, not close to
a riverbed. A sub-floor sump was installed. Again, this hides the problem.
Neighbours
The left-hand neighbours have a sub-floor sump. They report no damp their side of the wall.

OBSERVATIONS
Conditions during the survey
Occupancy
Weather
The previous 24 hours
Humidity
Temperature
External low on day of survey

Occupied, furnished
Dry
Dry
84.9 %RH (relative humidity)
18˚C with dew point of 16.9˚C (MouldPoint.co.uk)
11˚C (see twitter.com/MouldPoint)

External
• The roof and chimneys appeared to be in reasonable order from a damp perspective.
This is not a roofing report.
• The rainwater goods (gutters, hoppers, downpipes and gullies) appeared to be in
reasonable order from a damp perspective. It was not raining. The rainwater goods
should be observed and filmed during a rain storm. Please send to us for review.
• The walls appeared to be in reasonable order from a damp perspective, with no major
cracks or worrying discolouration from dampness.
• The sub-floor vents were recently blocked at the rear of the property exacerbating the
damp issue and increasing the risk of rot.

© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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FINDINGS

There is an area of damp forming a semi-circle around the damaged are in the photo above,
to a horizontal line about one meter high. This is the distinctive profile of rising damp.

The distinctive profile of rising damp continues into the bathroom behind slate tiles.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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The area immediately below the sub-floor was swamp like, with the aroma of raw sewage.

Top right of this image water can be seen pouring from what looks like a broken clay pipe
immediately below the edge of the rear wall. When the upstairs toilet was flushed, roughly
half the contents of the bowl poured into the sub-floor void. By contrast, no water came into
the sub-floor void when the flat’s toilet was flushed.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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As is common with Victorian house design, the front and back vents are essential for ensuing
humidity is controlled. Unfortunately, the rear vents have been blocked by a brick plinth.

Humidity in the cellar was 85%RH during the survey. The dew point was calculated as 16.9˚C.
The leaseholder reports that the hygrometer reads 97.5%RH & 17˚C. The previous night had
a low of 11˚C, the result is water is being transferred from the raw sewage on the ground to
the timber and onto the walls above the damp proof course (DPC). In the above photo even,
the damp proof membrane, used to hide the pool of water, is coated in condensation.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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Although the timber are damp, we spent time inspecting them and found no signs of rot.

Much of the timbers around the rear of the building have been replaced with green
tanalised timber (treated against rot). The vent in the rear wall has been removed and
replaced with bricks.

The rear brickwork appears to be in poor order. This is not our area of expertise, however
poor brickwork with a leaking pipe just below the wall is likely to be a subsidence risk.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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Other matters

There is a pipe from the upstairs bathroom which is constantly flowing into the hopper.
There is a risk of water leaking. It is wasting water and annoying to everyone around. The
freeholder should be made to resolve the problem.

Plaster on the outside, left from when a lean-to was removed, should be hacked off the
walls. Plaster is much more absorbent than bricks and could result in penetrating dampness.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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CONCLUSIONS
There were no signs of rising damp. The dampness is caused by a leak from the soil pipe
connected to the upstairs flats, exasperated by the ventilation being removed to the rear of
the building.
We are not structural engineers, however there appears to be a substantial risk of
subsidence to the rear wall, as well a health concerns through exposure to raw sewage.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Our recommendations address items identified in our survey as areas of sufficient concern
that they must be undertaken to further mitigate the risk of damp. In line with every
property, we recommend ongoing observation, repair and a periodic programme of
maintenance, including annual clearing of gutters, repainting, repointing and noting of
perimeter ground level and water-table fluctuations.
No damp proofing work is required. If a builder, decorator or damp proofing company tries
to convince you that your property needs damp proofing treatments – IT DOES NOT – please
contact us. We are happy to return.
Actions to fix the leaking pipe
With a degree of urgency ask the freeholder to employ a structural engineer.
a. We are not structural engineers, but it appears necessary to remove the newly build
brick plinth to the rear, which appears to serve no purpose, so as to allow access to the
structural engineer to inspect the damaged pipe and brickwork from the outside as well
as inside).
b. There seems to be no logical reason for routing the upstairs soil pipe away from the
ground floor flat’s soil pipe, under or near the house. The freeholder should find out
why it has been done this way and where exactly the pipe runs.
c. Depending on a. and b. it would seem logical to lay down a new soil pipe away from the
building to the foul drains at the rear of the property.
d. The ground where the soil pipe has ruptured may need underpinning, brickwork
improved and vents replacing to ensure adequate subfloor ventilation.
Other matters
There were many issues caused by the leak that may not become apparent until after the
leak is fixed. The main additional issues that we observed were;
1. The plaster on the external walls that should be removed.
2. The continuous flowing water or leak from the first-floor rear flat should be turned off
or otherwise resolved.
© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
There are health and safety issues resulting from damp. You should both consult with your
doctor as to whether you need inoculation given the raw sewage.

ONLINE REVIEWS
Reviews are vital to our business and future clients. Please leave feedback, preferably
positive reviews.
Google review
https://cutt.ly/DampSurveyReview
Trustpilot
https://uk.trustpilot.com/evaluate/dampsurveys.com
CheckaTrade
https://www.checkatrade.com/GiveFeedback/?id=&Member=DampSurveysLtd

ONLINE RESOURCES
We are constantly adding to online resources, YouTube and tweets.
Do subscribe to @DampSurveys and @MouldPoint

A.
Understanding damp
https://dampsurveys.com/understanding-damp/
B.
Identifying damp
https://dampsurveys.com/identifying-damp/
C.
Survey methodology
https://dampsurveys.com/survey-method/
D.
Survey observations
https://dampsurveys.com/survey-observations
E.
Tracing source of dampness
https://dampsurveys.com/locating-damp/
F.
Ongoing maintenance
https://dampsurveys.com/identifying-damp/
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LIMITATIONS
Damp Surveys Ltd reports are designed to provide you with an informed independent expert
opinion as to the condition of the property together with any recommendations for further
investigation or remedial work. We do not warrantee any findings in this report unless we
enter into a separate warrantee agreement with you.
The survey was conducted during daylight hours. Damp will be more noticeable at night and
when the weather is colder and more humid. Gutters are more likely to fail when full of
leaves and during periods of prolonged rain and adverse wind. We make best endeavours
but cannot guarantee being able to identify all forms of damp, rot and insect infestation
affecting the property. We are happy to return and update our observations and advice at
any time.
We carried out a careful and thorough inspection of as much of the property as was
accessible. However, when it is not possible to make a full inspection, we make a
professional judgement about the likelihood of a defect being present. In certain
circumstances, this may lead to a recommendation for further action to open up an area for
further investigation. We are unable to see the whole roof, all the guttering and some of the
drains. We were unable to inspect woodwork or other parts of the structure which are
covered, unexposed or inaccessible, and are therefore unable to report that such parts of
the property are free from defect. There were no obvious signs of damp resulting from these
limitations.
This report is for the sole use of XXXX for whom the survey was undertaken and can only be
relied upon for 90 days from the survey date. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this
report, nothing in this report confers or is intended to confer any rights on any third party
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT
Terms of Engagement
1) You may cancel this contract with Damp Surveys Ltd at any time 24 hours before the time
and day of the pre-arranged inspection.
2) We may cancel this contract at any time including the day of the inspection if we
determine after arriving on site, that it is unsafe or that we do not have sufficient skills to
complete the exercise for you. In such a case, we will refund full payment less our travel
expenses.

© 2018 Damp Surveys Ltd all rights reserved
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3) You are engaging Damp Surveys Ltd, to undertake an inspection of the property in
question at a pre-arranged time and the production of a report in a timely fashion
thereafter. We will carefully and thoroughly inspect both the inside and outside of the
property but NOT any outbuildings unless specifically requested to do so in writing.
4) Before the inspection, but after the appointment has been made, we will undertake a
desk top analysis of the property by checking various different websites and other
information sources for details about the property and its location.
5) Terms of Payment – we only accept instructions after advance payment.
6) Liability – our report is provided for your use only and may only be relied upon for 90 days
from the survey date. Unless expressly stated otherwise in this report, nothing in this report
confers or is intended to confer any rights on any third party pursuant to the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.
7) We are unable to inspect parts of the structure which are covered, unexposed or
inaccessible, including lofts, without written permission to do so, and are therefore unable
to report that such parts are free from defect. We may express a professional opinion as to
the likelihood of damp.
8) No disruptions will be made to the building’s fabric save for a few pin sized holes, left by a
measuring device. Access hatches and inspection chamber lids will only be lifted where it is
easily possible to do so. Floor coverings and furniture cannot be moved, unless we have the
prior written consent of the property owner. Floor voids will only be inspected if access
panels permit. If there is a covered area you particularly wish us to investigate, please
ensure that the owner of the property gives us prior written permission to uncover it.
9) We sometimes publish damp related images on websites to inform the public of damp, rot
and the causes of damp and rot. We make every effort to ensure individual and corporate
privacy is protected.
Insurance
For peace of mind, Damp Surveys Ltd have Public Liability insurance of £1,000,000 and
Professional Indemnity insurance of £250,000 (annual aggregate) both through Hiscox.
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